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SUPEREMINENT 
SUB-GAUGE AT FAIRFIELD
By Phil Steinkraus

The CTSCA Sub-Gauge Championship held at Fairfield Fish & Game in Monroe, CT on October 21st was 
one of those payback days in shooting—you suffer through the raw, wet spring shoots and the hot, humid 
summer events to collect a gem-like dividend such as this in autumn. This perfect day began with clear 
skies  and  temps  in  the sixties  and eventually  settled in  the  mid-  seventies—perhaps  one  of  our  last 
chances of the year for shorts and sandals shooting. One- hundred-and-two Travelers contested this little 
gun championship and the handicap was revised for this event only putting the 20-gauge at even par, the 
28 at five targets over and the .410 at plus ten. An additional three targets were allowed for shooting a 
side-by-side or pump.

I’ll preface the blow-by-blow by congratulating the Fairfield membership on the final completion 
of their spectacular new clubhouse. It was a long time coming but this grand structure is everything a 
shooter could have hoped for and more—it’s got plenty of room for a shoot this size. State-of-the-art food 
services and bathrooms make it the  gold standard for shooter amenities. Indeed this new facility along 
with the ongoing improvements to the woodsy course make Fairfield one of the best if not the best club in 
the area—I dare say even Hopkins and M&M now take a back seat to our friends in Monroe.

The running theme of targets this season at Fairfield has seemed to run from tough to impossible. 
Starting with the crucible event scores, where you expect diabolical presentations and low and the theme 
continued right through to the Connecticut state shoot. It came as no surprise then that the course for this 
little popgun tournament should be stiffer than your typical 50-bird side-event. Indeed if you chose to give 
it a go with the .410 bore you were biting off truly a “Hungry Man” sized challenge to chew on. Even 
with Modified choke and 7.5 shot, I had the feeling on some of this long stuff that the best approach may 
have been to take two shots at the close one on true pairs and accept a 50 percent closing rate rather than 
chase the impossible dream for more—or less. This was particularly true for the trap shot on one of the 

 



skeet fields. Sure, it was just a matter of putting the gun in the right place, but making that smooth stroke 
on the locked, left-to-right trap bird had somewhat  of the feel  of trying to catch a  fly with a set  of 
chopsticks! Another doozy was at the bottom of the hill as you just turned to the right back in on the 
course.  This  had  a  medium-high,  looping,  left-to-right  quartering  bird  followed  on-report  by  a  long 
incoming left-to-right. The first was challenge enough but trying to plug the incomer at 40 yards with half 
an ounce of lead was a really dicey proposition. Another widow-maker for my squad was the left-to-right 
rising and finally stalling crosser at 45 yards followed on-report by a quartering trap shot from the right. 
The first bird introduced the problem of a rising target—difficult enough to get the lead right but with that 
tricky target line, who the hell knows where you missed! The rabbit/flier combo was also testy: The right-
to-left rabbit most often took a couple of hops down the rubber mat, but occasionally it would run onto 
the lip of the mat and stop nearly dead in its tracks. I was lucky. All of mine took a big bounding leap 
right off the arm but we had squad-mates who got skunked on all their rabbits. The flier wasn’t any picnic 
either. As this was also a right-to-left, you had to pop the bunny and then come back to the same hold 
point for the bird. Timing is essential in all things shooting and if you tried something fancy like coming 
out of the gun and going to the gun-down “ready” position, you made that flier into one sporty clay 
indeed. 

Let  me  take  a  moment  here  to  editorialize  about  sub-gauge  guns  and  how they  fit  into  the 
Travelers overall plan to rule the universe. I know there are more than a few of you who think sporting is 
a 12 gauge game... period. Inviting members to try their hand shooting something less than one ounce is 
somehow un-manly and borders on the un-American! (I doubt John Wayne had anything smaller than a 
20-gauge  in  his  gunroom  and  he  probably  kept  that  hidden  away  in  the  corner!).  I’ve  also  heard 
complaints that the handicap system is overly generous and that on some courses on some days, it’s easy 
to come close to matching a 12-gauge score with a well pointed 28. That may be true: Under the right 
circumstances,  an  exceptional  shooter  with  a  deadly  28  will  have  an  unfair  and  un-surmountable 
advantage, but I would argue that’s a just reward for taking a big risk. As a lover of the .410, many is the 
time I’ve shown up with that pea shooter only to find it was a 12-bore day, most appropriate to ounce and 
a quarter loads of sixes. My point is anyone of the faithful willing to take their chances with a sub-gauge 
gun at a regular Travelers shoot using the standard handicap system (twenty targets for .410, ten for the 
28-gauge, five for the 20, five for pump or side by side) should be commended for their sporting élan and 
daring. They will find themselves on the short end of things often enough, gaining advantage at one club 
only to be crucified at another. My final point is that as a “flincher in rehab”, I can report that sometimes 
the best cure for what ails you is to just turn down the volume a notch or two and punch below your 
weight class for a while.  The little guns are one way for us to stay in the game when our bodies or brains 
are telling us to take a break. 

One young gun who proved to us all that shooting a .410 pump really isn’t much of a handicap at 
all provided you know how to point it was Jimmy Muller. Eighty was his raw score which when adjusted 
upward 13 birds resulted in his High-Over-All score of 93. Lavert Cypher turned in a stellar 87—what 
gun he shot I haven’t a clue but I’d like to think it was his old faithful 30-inch Winchester Model 21 side-
by-side.  
 

HOA Jim Muller 93
Cl. 1 Champ. Lavert Cypher 87
Cl. 1 RU George Ostrander 86
Cl. 1 3rd John Mohler 73
Cl. 2 Champ. Mike Primavera 82
Cl. 2 RU Ralph Lowery 82
Cl. 2 3rd Mike Steiner 82
Cl. 3 Champ. Charles Szabo 82
Cl. 3 RU Ed Davies 79
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Cl. 3 3rd George Masek 75
Cl. 4 Champ. Mike Griffin 73
Cl. 4 RU Matt Apgar 69
Cl. 4 3rd Nile Pullin 67
Cl. 5 Champ. Doris Willinger 61
Cl. 5 RU Brian Wimer 48
Cl. 5 3rd Stephen Rice 37
Lady Champ. Fran Gallogoly 70
Lady RU Carol Roesslein 65
Lady 3rd Kristen Hachmann 62
Lady 4th Susie Townsend 53
Vet. Champ. Bill Bretschger 75
Vet. RU Jim Comiotes 69
Vet. 3rd Godfrey Shelton 67
SenVet.Champ Kurt Willinger 77
Junior Champ Peter Maggiolo 64
Junior RU Trevor Harvey 64
Junior 3rd Nick Fatse 58
Junior 4th Michael Terry 56
.410 Champ Don Hutchinson 75
28 ga Champ Ed Shine 89
20 ga Champ Rich Shannon 85

RHODE ISLAND ROUND-UP
By Jeff Hunter

You had to have faith in the weatherman to embark on the first day of the Fall Tour of Rhode Island.  The 
journey to Peacedale Sporting Clays in Wakefield started with 90 minutes of wipers-on-high rain all the 
way to the border of Rhode Island.  At noon, the sun peeked out on cue and set the tone for three perfect 
days of shooting.

Peacedale lived up to its reputation as the “Home of the Tough Targets”.  Richie Frisella Sr. set a 
course for us with not a gimme to be found.  I’ll never figure out how he got the wind to blow extra hard 
when I was up, but I’m sure everybody felt the same way.  Each one of us came out of the box with the 
look of bewilderment on our face at one time or another.  As we crisscrossed the grounds at Peacedale, 
one could only imagine what Richie could have done to us with the 90 or so traps that sat idle.  Back at 
the  clubhouse,  Richie  and  Theresa  provided  a  warm  atmosphere  to  swap  stories  of  the  day.   A 
scrumptious dinner at Rodizio Steakhouse was followed by more camaraderie and conversation Friday 
evening.

Saturday found us at Addieville East Farm in Mapleville, Rhode Island with perhaps the most 
ingenious  setup  I’ve  ever  seen.   The  first  half  of  the  course  had  two  very  distinct  presentations;  a 
“Normal”  presentation  and  an  “Extreme”  presentation.   The  “Normal”  presentations  were  “Traveler 
Tough” like you would see at a typical shoot.  The “Extreme” targets were targets you just don’t see 
everyday.  There were some 60 yard quartering targets, a 75 yard teal, and a left to right quartering bird 
that broke the sound barrier.  My squad wasn’t quite brave enough to take any of the “Extremes” the first 
time around.

After 100 targets, we broke for lunch provided by Chef Andy.  The Venison and Bean soup really 
hit  the spot  on a crisp October day,  and was followed by a delicious sandwich and some delectable 
cookies.  The break also gave us a chance to peruse the fine doubles at Robin Hollow Outfitters.  I had to 
pry a mint L.C. Smith Specialty 20ga from my Dad’s hands before we headed out for our second 100.

The afternoon shoot was over the same course as the morning, but a lot less serious.  Several of 
my squad members swore that some of the targets had changed from the morning.  Tom Gravina provided 
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entertainment as he tried several  of the “Extreme” targets for fun.  We also liked to play “Trapper’s 
choice” for Howard Berman where we threw the targets in reverse order or as a following pair.  The 
scores may have suffered, but we had a fabulous time.

Saturday’s  dinner  was  at  Nicole’s  Tuscany  Grille  followed  by  more  fellowship.   In  typical 
Traveler  fashion,  “several  thousands  of  dollars  of  door  prizes”  were  awarded  to  the  members  in 
attendance.

The last stop on the tour was Wallum Lake Rod & Gun Club in Harrisville.  Wallum Lake is a 
private club that is in the beginning stages of getting serious about Sporting Clays.  We warmed up on 5-
Stand with 22 presentations for those who chose to participate taking about five pairs each.  The main 
event was a course that Richie Frisella Jr. set down a power line and through the woods for us.  The 
power line clearing limited the complexity of the targets, but the targets in the woods were Richie Jr. 
classics.  Ed Davies and I took some of the pairs as simos to turn up the level of difficulty while other 
members of our squad took them as report pairs.  It was a very relaxed day and a good ending to a lot of 
shooting.

There was a core group of about 18 people that shot all three days including Tom and Mark from 
the Pittsburg chapter of the Travelers.   Several  people joined us for Saturday and Sunday, some for 
Saturday only, and some dropped in just for Sunday’s activities.  Bob Schrager and Gwyn Grant did a 
superb job organizing the shooting venues and picking the restaurants.  Getting to meet some more faces 
that I see at so many shoots was perhaps the most rewarding of the whole trip.
 On a side note, it was good to see El Presidente back at the helm.  Against Doctor’s orders he led 
the tour, continuously teaching along the way.

CLAYSHOOTING RETURNS 
TO LONG ISLAND
By Jeff Hunter

Many people in this area know the battle that Long Island sportsman fought when the Suffolk County 
Trap & Skeet Range closed in 2001 due to contract mismanagement. Numerous bills were introduced to 
close down the range, yet LI Sportsman endured five years of noise and contamination studies as well as 
countless legislative meetings to finally reopen this facility to the public in July of 2006.
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On October  7th,  Suffolk  County  Trap  & Skeet  hosted  the  1st Annual  Fall  Classic  and  I  was 
convinced by some of our LI Brethren to experience the new course.  Upon arrival, a quick survey of the 
grounds yielded a good number of skeet and trap fields, a five stand and a ZZ Flyers ring.  The clubhouse 
was amply comfortable and staffed.  There was a full complement of new guns to peruse as well as an 
older Browning Four Barrel set that Steve Rice and I drooled over.

The course is a pine woods course over 12 stations.  I wasn’t expecting much change in terrain as 
Long Island is basically a big beach, but the course designer exploited every change in topography.  For 
example, the second station was a screaming left to right crosser in a drainage ditch below your feet 
followed by an overhead tower shot.  A raised platform on station 6 gave us a true pair with a straight out 
rocket below your feet and a teal that started out on the ground but lost half its speed by the time you 
could focus on it.

The wind played tricks with the wide-open targets as well.  About half way around the course was 
a true pair that came straight at you but crossed about 50 yards out.  Sometimes the wind took them high 
and they drifted to about 15 yards where you had an easy pair.  Sometimes the wind gave them an extra 
push that made them dive and you had to take them around 35 yards before they hit the ground.

There was a good mix of targets in both shape and color.  We encountered both black and orange 
bunnies, some battues, and some green standards.  Most stations were four pairs with two stations of five 
pairs. I would have preferred 100 targets over 13 or 14 stations but that aside it was a nice shoot.  Mark 
Wroobel made sure there were plenty of trappers on hand and the trap mechanics were buzzing around all 
day.  Some unhappy neighbors decided to blow air-horns throughout the shoot, but that seems like a futile 
gesture when you’re wearing ear protection.

A BBQ lunch followed while there were whispers of a 94 taking HOA.  I would have been right 
there with them, except my 9 and 4 were in the wrong position.

Suffolk  County  Trap  &  Skeet  is  the  only  public  sporting  clays  course  on  Long  Island.   As 
sportsmen and sportswomen, it’s our responsibility to make sure this club thrives and is successful for 
many years to come.  In a day and age where more clubs are shutting down, it’s refreshing to see a 
phoenix rising from the ashes to fly again.  
Check them out at http://www.suffolkclays.com

CONTACTING THE TRAVELERS... 

CTSCA.ORG – Webmaster: Jeff Hunter, marist89@excite.com. 
CTSCA Home Office: Al Anglace, email aaa738@aol.com     (by far the best way) or telephone 
203 417-6295 if you absolutely must.
Editor: Phil Steinkraus, e-mail philistein@aol.com
Membership, Address Changes and Shooting Class status: Contact John Hachmann, at email obuc@optonline.net.
Guide Book advertising and other questions contact Dick Orenstein at email oren@umich.edu  or 
call 203-226-5251. 
Past issues of Reload! are available online at www.ctsca.org

- - - 2007 CTSCA SHOOTING CALENDAR - - -

NOV. 18 – “SALUTE THE COLORS” Ye Old Newgate Coon Club, Norfolk, CT
DEC. 16 – DICK LOSEE MEMORIAL SHOOT / X-MAS PARTY, Mid County Rod & Gun Club
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FOR SALE                            CLASSIFIED ADS                              WANTED

For Sale – Beretta 687 EELL Extra Grade Sporting 12 gauge o/u – 30” Optima Bore brls., 7 chokes, 
adjustable LH canted trigger, 14 5/8” LOP, extra recoil pad to extend LOP to 14 ¾”. Like new w/ case. 
Pictures available. $6250.00. Nick Esposito (845) 591-0518 or nespo@aol.com.  
For Sale - Beretta 687 EELL Like New In Box Wonderful Gun being sold at discount .32” BBL.  5 
Factory Chokes, all packing material, Beretta locking hard case. Must Sell: $4250.00. Will deliver to most 
local Sporting Clay ranges for inspection and final sale. Contact: Howard @ (516) 316-0826  or Gus @ 
(631) 478-5979
For Sale – Parker DHE SXS 12 gauge – 30” BRLS., imp. cyl. / light mod. fixed chokes. Double 
triggers, pistol grip. Addition of a third dogs head factory option engraved on receiver to enhance original 
engraving. LOP 15” front and 14” rear trigger. Professional restoration completed by Larry DelGreggo in 
2006. $5850.00.* Contact Keith Anglace 203 417-5424 or kaa111@aol.com.  
For Sale – Winchester Model 12 (Pre 64) Pump, same serial numbered two brl. set – 30” Trap and 
26” Skeet, both with raised matted ribs. Lovely original factory walnut wood. $2475.00. Keith Anglace, 
203 417-5424 or kaa111@aol.com. 
For Sale – Colt Percussion Revolver Model 1849 – rare example of American History. 5 1/2:” brl., 31 
cal., 2 line Sam Colt, New York address, #37XXX, all matching. First year production. A special price: 
$2500.00. For additional information call Lans Christensen 860 927-0043 or email 
reportpair@sbcglobal.net.
For Sale – Briley Black Oxide Chokes (X2) for Browning Invector Plus 20 ga. – cylinder and light 
skeet. New, never put in gun. Retail $44.95, sell for $30.00 ea. Contact Nile Pullin at: 
nilepullin@yahoo.com.  
For Sale – Golf Cart Conversions – Ready for any Sporting Course. Built to suit your needs. Keith 
Anglace, 203 417-5424 or kaa111@aol.com.
Traveler’s Logo Vests, Rain Shooting Coats, Cold Weather Shooting Coats, Shooting Aprons, 
Shooting Shirts and Gun Slips. A few of each left. Al Anglace, 203 417-6295 or aaa738@aol.com.
*Denotes price reduction.
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THE UPCOMING CTTRAVELERS  MONTHLY SHOOT  

“SALUTE THE COLORS”
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2007
YE OLD NEWGATE COON CLUB

NORFOLK, CT.

REGISTRATION APPLICATION

YOUR APPLICATION MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE WED, Nov. 14, 2007 

Registration opens at 8:30 AM - $65.00 entry fee.
Guests are welcome at this shoot at $80.00 entry fee.
Mail this form, and your check, payable to “CTSCA” to:

CTSCA
16 Davis Road

Seymour, CT 06483

NAME(S) – BEING PAID BY THE ENCLOSED CHECK ONLY:

1.________________________________  2._________________________________

3.________________________________  4._________________________________

5.________________________________  6._________________________________

If possible, please squad with:____________________________________

Concurrent selection, please check if qualified: Lady__, Vet.__

(55-64), Sr. vet__ (65 and older) or Junior__ (17 and younger).

REMINDER: CONCURRENT AND HANDICAP PARTICIPATION IS THE 
MEMBERS’ RESPONSIBILITY TO NOTE SAME ON SCORE CARD.

DIRECTIONS: From the junction of Rte. 84 and Rte. 8 in Waterbury, CT., take Rte. 8 
North about 28 miles to Rte. 44 near Winsted, CT. Turn right onto Rte. 44 West. 
Continue 8.4 miles. At the Texaco station turn hard right onto Rte. 182. Go 0.6 miles 
on Rte. 182 to Coon Club on left. 860 738-3619 or email coonclubclays@earthlink.net. 
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